Tuor Networks Inc.
Exchange QuickStart Offering

We can implement and train your IT with
Microsoft Exchange in one week!

Overview
Time Allotted
 4 days onsite working on
implementation
 1 day documentation offsite
 4 hours post implementation phone
support
Exchange Benefits
 Unified messaging capabilities
 Improved Outlook web access
 Conversation view
 E-discovery & multi-mailbox search
 Integrated personal archiving
 Reduce compliance risk
 Legal hold and retention policies
 Multiple roles for advanced
configuration
 Advanced anti-spam capabilities
 Advanced business continuity
 Improved performance
Deliverables
 Build of 1 Exchange server
 Extension of Active Directory schema
 Installation of first Exchange server
 Testing and tuning
 Implementation of AV and backup
 Test migration of mailboxes
 Documentation of system
implementation including next steps
recommendations

Introductory priced
at $5,000 CAD

Let Tuor Networks guide your staff and implement
Microsoft Exchange into your environment in just one
week.
We will provide a senior consultant that is an expert with
Exchange to work with your staff members. We will
implement the system and will proceed as far as possible
within the fixed time allotted.
Deployment
With a senior Exchange expert, the deployment can happen quickly without
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Training
The key to a successful Exchange deployment is solid training and knowledge
transfer with those who will continue to maintain and administer it. To this end,
Tuor will provide highly focused personalized knowledge transfer throughout the
engagement.
Customer Responsibilities
To ensure the success of this high-value, accelerated offering, customer
cooperation will be a key to success. It is expected that the customer will:
 Provide all hardware and software
 Provide a dedicated server for Exchange running Windows Server
 Ensure backups occur on the production environment
 Provide a stable Active Directory environment

Contact Tuor Networks Inc. (sales@tuor.ca) to schedule

